
 

AUTOMATIC GATES DAMAGE TO THIRD PARTY 

ITEMS OR CABLES? 

 

During site works, who is responsible for any damage caused to third party equipment, 

controls or cabling? This emotional subject is often open to much debate! The facts 

remain that if products or services are installed correctly with the right documentation 

supplied, via the original installer as well as any current detail or suitable warnings given, 

then the party causing the damage may be seen to be the most responsible for it.  

 

  
 

As built service and equipment plans, or drawings, should be made available by the 

property owner, customer or alike, so that accidental damage may be avoided. 

 

  
 

There may be exceptions to the rule and common-sense should always be used! 

 

What do you mean? If an installation is existing and there is no reason to assume dew 

care had not originally been taken, then it would be reasonable for the current or active 

engineer to carry out their works without recourse. 

 

If however part of an existing installation is in poor condition or has been fitted to a 

substandard level and as a result becomes vulnerable then the original installer may be 

responsible or at least in part? 

 

In all my years, few if any installation, repair or servicing engineers have actually caused 

meaningfully and deliberate damage to any third party product either directly or 

indirectly. Accidents do happen and that is why companies carry suitable insurance. 



 

  
 

Please explain? Most commonly we have found consequential damage has been the 

frustration of all parties. Typically buried cables that lack adequate depth or protection 

and can be broken or cut easily without any warning! Or supporting structures that look 

adequate but prove not to be, the list of possibilities is almost endless and the what if’s 

continue 

 

  
 

What can be done? As much investigation as is reasonable and customer assistance with 

historical data can be helpful. Details technical files and drawings about the area of work 

as well as any direct liaison with the parties involved, can all save time and money. 

 

       
 

But what about the additional costs? That’s life; the cost of repair may have been 

inevitable anyway? To have the original part, structure or cable moved or made good, 

would have been necessary and the costs associated with it would have had to have been 

met anyway! 

 

Every day trained & experienced engineers do their best with the data provided! 
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